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Slip into your fins for an incredible adventure!  Our weeklong adventure departs from Nassau with our focus on 

the remote islands of the Exumas with special attention on the Exuma Cays Land and Sea Park, the most pristine  
area in all the Bahamas!  Unspoiled islands, sun-drenched beaches, crystalline waters await our arrival. Highlights 

of your underwater adventure will include painted walls, friendly groupers, thrilling shark encounters, drift dives, 

and mysterious blue holes.  This trip is also great for a non-diving companion!  Regular stops include areas of  
spectacular shallow reefs and undersea gardens teeming with colorful marine life. These remote and non-tourist 

filled islands are protected from fishing, spearing, collecting, and damage by day trip visitors. Get away from the 

crowds, an above and below water paradise is just waiting to be explored.    
  

During your charter with us, you’ll speed along dynamic walls. Encounter hundreds of varieties of coral and other 

sea life. Or just savor the time to study shallow reefs for nearly invisible inhabitants. All in translucent 77-83  
degree water with visibility often in excess of 100’.  Just relax as our high-speed; jet driven catamaran slowly  

unveils the Bahamas, as you’ve never seen it, unspoiled!  Enjoy fishing, bird watching, kayaking, lounging, and 

exhilarating shark dive. Yes, we said a shark dive! Let’s go radical! Completely safe, this is adrenalin turned on  
high! All kinds of sharks and rays, grouper and barracuda abound, all part of the adventure. Dive majestic Dog 

Rocks Wall, Lost Blue Hole, and much more. Then there’s the dazzling universe of invertebrates, including stag 

horn and Elkhorn coral, sea fans, and more!  Want the tame?  How about a kayak through the mangroves or 

sightseeing and shell collecting on uninhabited islands?  Outside the marine park, deep-sea fishing is offered.  
Enjoy fun in the sun any time you please!  

  

All this is possible as part of your week aboard the sleek 102’ live-aboard, Aqua Cat, the epitome of guest comfort 

and luxury. Every spacious cabin has individual climate control, mini-bar, each with private head and shower. Air  
condition lounges with entertainment center and a well-stocked library.  Bask on the sun deck, enjoy the wet bar,  



or take a course on fish identification.  Up to 5 dives a day, Nitrox, are just some of the wonderful features on 

the private week with A Diver’s World.  The galley offers tasty food, including native specialties, and decadent 

desserts. Sit back, relax, and let the courteous crew take care of your every need!   
  

TRIP INCLUDES: 8 days 7 nights, accommodations aboard the vessel. Unlimited diving on dive days,  All 

meals and snacks, non-alcoholic and local alcoholic beverages, and airport transfers.  
Free use of kayaks/paddle boards, fishing gear, and remote island day trips, port charges and park fess included.  

Reserve your space on this fun-filled trip!  
  

This trip has everything you need for amazing fun and adventure.   

A DIVER’S WORLD MAKES YOUR ADVENTURE FUN AND EFFORTLESS!  
  


